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Introduction
We will all endure a wilderness experience at some point in our

lives, whether it is divinely appointed or self-imposed, as in the freely
embraced discipline of Lent.
Jesus, for instance, is driven into the wilderness by the Spirit in
preparation for ministry. The Gospels underline the severity and seriousness of his ordeal. Adam fails in Eden. Israel fails again and again
in the desert. But Jesus emerges in victory, to embody the good news
and to call disciples who will transform the world.
Every wilderness is a place of temptation, privation, and struggle.
We may step into it willingly, or simply awaken one day to find
ourselves stranded in it. Even when we refuse these things, life itself
will almost certainly plunge us into seasons of lonely trials. Without
a call or warning, we suddenly find ourselves in a spiritual desert,
surrounded by devils and wild things, tormented by our hungers,
and haunted by doubts and dilemmas.
Yet, however we get there, we are never alone and never without
provisions for the trek. God is always present, leading and feeding us
on the way.
No reflection on the wilderness experience is complete without
considering God’s provision of manna. This heaven-sent bread is as
mysterious as it is mundane, as practical as it is provocative.
The name itself is an enigma. When the Israelites first saw it, they
said, “What is it?” Later, it’s called “manna” (see Exodus 16:15, 31).
It’s mundane because it arrives like clockwork. It’s the same old
meal plan, one which frustrated the children of Israel, who grumbled
over the stuff, pleading instead for meat. (Ask your family where—
and what—they’d like to eat. You’ll get the point!) The former slaves
balked at the manna, remembering the variety of their diet back in
Egypt, where they had fish, cucumbers, melons, leeks, and garlic.
Manna is practical because it provides the necessary calories and
nutrients for the journey. It’s also enigmatic because of its miraculous
and spiritually significant properties.
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It is, in the very strictest sense, daily bread, with the emphasis on
daily or day by day. It can’t be hijacked, hidden, or hoarded, since it
gets stinky after one day. The sole exception to this property is that it
will keep overnight to serve the sabbath, because gathering the flaky
fodder constitutes work, which is forbidden on the Lord’s day.
Speaking of special days, it may be confusing to have forty-seven
devotions in a book devoted to a season that is always described as
a period of forty days. That’s because faithful Christians in ancient
times did not fast on Sundays in honor of our Lord’s resurrection.
This little book is made of sacred texts as well as reflections, poems, and prayers. Each day’s thoughts center on some kind of trial or
test. Every Sunday, except for Easter, offers an original poem as part
of the devotional.
As we gather with our families and friends, or in quiet solitude,
these mundane words can become for us holy manna in the midst of
our tribulations and challenges.
My prayer is that each page will nourish, comfort, and inspire as
we follow Jesus into the wilderness, and into ministry where he continues to be tested. And from there, to Jerusalem, to the cross, to the
grave, and even to the skies! May God bless you on this journey.
—Paula Bowser
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Ash Wednesday, February 26, 2020

Dust to dust
Psalm 90; Ephesians 5:15-20
“So teach us to number our days, that we may apply our hearts unto
wisdom” (Psalm 90:12, KJV).

I have a friend who goes about doing good, stuffing his days
chock-full of activities—study, exercise, pastoral work, parenting,
speaking engagements, and so on. At some point, I suggested that he
might want to slow down and rest more. “Sleep is for the dead,” he
said. I think about that often. It reminds me of Shakespeare’s King
Richard II, who said, “I wasted time, and now doth time waste me!”
Ash Wednesday is a sobering reminder, not just of our sin, but
also of our mortality. Jesus healed on the sabbath because he knew
that his time was limited. “I must work . . . while it is day,” he said,
for “the night cometh, when no man can work” (John 9:4, KJV)
In recent years, several neighboring congregations have joined to
participate in an ancient service. Dried palm branches from the previous year’s Palm Sunday service are burnt, mixed with oil, and then
applied in a cross on our foreheads. Its power comes from the fact
that we are together in the flesh, as we begin Lent’s journey.
The words that are spoken are part of the consequence of Adam
and Eve eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil.
They are a painful reminder of God’s warning not to transgress, “for
in the day that you eat of it you shall die” (Gen. 2:17).
God says to Adam, “By the sweat of your face you shall eat bread
until you return to the ground, for out of it you were taken; you are
dust, and to dust you shall return” (3:19).
During Lent, as we turn from worldly distractions, may we also
turn to activities which are fruitful and life-giving, “redeeming the
time, because the days are evil” (Eph. 5:16, KJV).
God, show us how to use each day, so that we may live in wisdom
and grace.
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Thursday, February 27, 2020

Forty days
Ecclesiastes 3:1-8
“For everything there is a season, and a time for every matter under
heaven” (v. 1).

Forty is a number you can’t miss if you’ve cracked a Bible or even

lived a life! A baby is formed in the womb for forty weeks. More
than a numerical designation, it’s a lengthy, significant season.
Forty is shorthand for a quick nap (winks), a generation (years), or
a typical American work week (hours). In many cultures, forty days
is the prescribed time for purification after childbirth, for mourning
following a death, or for enforcing a quarantine due to disease.
In scripture, forty is a coded message that says: Listen carefully, because this designation is not about ordinary time. It is a season infused
with spiritual meaning, filled with adventure, wonder, and promise.
Noah trembles in the ark as it’s battered by the storm for forty
days and nights. The Israelites wander in the desert for four frustrating decades. Moses spends forty days on Mount Sinai with God.
Nineveh is given a forty-day span of grace to repent. Goliath is
allowed to torment Israel for forty days before David challenges him.
Jesus fasts forty days in the wilderness before launching his ministry.
In all these trials, darkness yields to light. We know the stories.
Regeneration occurs as death gives way to life. The ark comes to
rest, and the world is reborn. Israel enters the Promised Land. Moses
returns in radiance to form a new community. The Ninevites turn
from their violence. Goliath falls. Jesus is filled with the Spirit’s
power to teach, heal, and save. A lot can happen in forty days!
What do you hope for during this holy season? Healing? Transformation? Victory? Maybe this is a time to seek silence, or cultivate
peace. Maybe it’s a time to hike up the mountain and meet God!

God, help me to focus my energies and my vision—my whole
being—as you direct for these forty days.
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Friday, February 28, 2020

Count it all joy
James 1:1-4; 1 Peter 1:3-9
“Whenever you face trials of any kind, consider it nothing but joy,
because . . . the testing of your faith produces endurance” (James 1:2-3).

When the Nigerian Women’s Choir visited the Southern Ohio

and Kentucky District to share in concert, we experienced what
Peter calls “joy unspeakable and full of glory” (1:8, KJV).
In every song, in every face, flowing in and through the sweet
harmonies, we beheld the powerful, palpable embodiment of joy. It
permeated the church sanctuary as surely as the winds of the Spirit
must have filled the upper room at Pentecost.
We all knew about the persecution of the church in their homeland, about the kidnapping of the Chibok schoolgirls, and about
the unrelenting stream of vicious, bloody attacks that shattered the
lives of these choir members. How then could they sing their faith
with such bliss? From our comfortable circumstances, we wondered
aloud: Could we sing the Lord’s song like that if we were in their shoes?
One of the things we discover in the wilderness is the goodness of
God, the daily provision of strength and hope, often through other
people who seem to fall from above like manna. Sisters and brothers
are suddenly present to listen, to hold us, and to “wash the blood off
the walls and help us bury our dead,” as Dr. Rebecca Dali testified.
In the presence of the saints and even strangers, we know the presence of God, and we know that we are not alone in our suffering.
Rather, we are surrounded by love, mercy, understanding, and aid.
The other thing we discover in the fiery trial is who we are and
who we are becoming. We may fail, it’s true. But we may also be forgiven, restored, and refined. The psalmist promises: “Weeping may
endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning” (30:5, KJV).

Loving God, thank you for those who have showered me with tender
mercies in my trials. May I bring comfort to one of your children.
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Saturday, February 29, 2020

He was hungry
Luke 4:1-4
“[Jesus] ate nothing at all during those [forty] days, and when they were
over, he was famished” (v. 4b).

One of the most helpful aspects of the good news is the fact that

God came to us as one of us. Jesus had all of our most beautiful
attributes—a sense of humor, intuition, creativity, curiosity, and
intelligence. Made in God’s image, we have something to celebrate!
As the familiar hymn reminds us, “What a friend we have in Jesus,
all our sins and griefs to bear!” Also something to celebrate. Scripture
tells us that he “has been tested as we are, yet without sin” (Heb.
4:15). Jesus grew weary and frustrated; he got lonely and sick. He
felt what we feel—anger, desire, irritability, grief, disappointment,
and fear. And in the time of his temptation, he was hungry.
On a long fast, after an initial period of craving, the body adjusts
mentally and metabolically and, in the absence of abuse or exertion,
hunger recedes. For a time, with sufficient water, many people are
able to function amazingly well. But after thirty-five or forty days,
starvation begins. It is at this juncture that the tempter appears.
Mind you, there is nothing wrong with hunger. Nor with Jesus using his power to produce bread (he clearly did this in many instances
throughout his ministry). The spiritual danger arises from the use of
his Son of God powers to meet his own needs as a convenience.
In his weakened state, the stones on the desert floor must have
looked for all the world like bread. He had come all this way trusting
God. Would Jesus now use his God-given power to meet a legitimate
need in a selfish or illegitimate way? He would not. Nor should we.
As children of the living God, we have breathtaking gifts and immense spiritual powers. How will we use them?

God, help us get in touch with our hungers. Teach us self-care and
self-discipline, so that we may use our gifts to serve others.
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Sunday, March 1, 2020

Who is this?
Mark 4:1, 35-41; Jonah 1
“And they were filled with great awe and said to one another, ‘Who then
is this, that even the wind and the sea obey him?’ ” (Mark 4:41).

While we normally think of a wilderness as being a desert, there
are other places as wild and dangerous, one of them being the sea.
Our Gospel story calls to mind another man who was sound
asleep during a storm. Having fled God’s command to preach to
Nineveh, Jonah hides away in the hold of a ship.
Like Jesus, Jonah is awakened by panicked sailors, desperate to
save their lives in the midst of a deadly tempest.
The sleepers are quite different, though. Having rejected God’s
call, Jonah sleeps to obtain oblivion. Having answered God’s call,
Jesus sleeps the sleep of perfect peace.
We might have known when we saw the dismal skies,
The clouds a bruise—the sea all flint and foam.
But we were stunned with the day’s events. The whys
And hows now buzzed in us like flies, and home
Was a distant dream. The crowds were wild.
Some followed us in boats, but turned to flee
When they saw the rain. The wind got riled,
Then darkness fell and demons stirred the sea.
And there he was asleep like a peaceful child,
Cradled in the nave like a babe at the heaving breast.
And all around the ocean churned in boiling bile,
And swelled as if to drown us in the mess.
When he woke and rose and spoke a word of peace,
And then (more fearsome than the waves) it ceased.

Living God, it is awesome to know that we are in your hands.
Help us to have faith, to trust that you are with us in every storm.
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Monday, March 2, 2020

What God wants
Isaiah 58:6-11
“Is not this the fast that I choose: to loose the bonds of injustice . . .
to let the oppressed go free, and to break every yoke?” (v. 6).

Isaiah reminds us that fasting is not done to impress others, but to

make a fierce impression on our own bodies and souls. It should be a
goading reminder of injustice in a world where most are hungry, and
a privileged few feast. The prophet insists that God will only answer
prayer as we address inequity, which is one definition of sin.
He suggests two ways: breaking the yoke and opening our homes.
A yoke is used to subjugate animals. Isaiah employs it as a metaphor for human slavery. On a recent trip to Louisiana’s Oak Alley
Plantation, I saw grisly instruments used to punish, terrorize, and restrain—not animals, but our own sisters and brothers. Black women,
men, and children were raped, sold, and crushed on a daily basis to
enrich white owners. They would have understood Isaiah’s yoke.
To break the yoke is to confront, expose, and work to dismantle
any system which crushes the bodies and spirits of God’s children.
Here’s a case in point. Today, many mothers of color and their
newborns are dying from preventable issues at an alarming rate. That
rate is much higher than it is for whites. It’s a yoke, and it must be
broken. Any disparity or deliberate effort to deny adequate housing,
health care, and wages is a yoke that must be broken.
Oxfam offers online resources for conducting a Hunger Banquet
to dramatically illustrate how the yoke of hunger feels. Isaiah’s text
can be used with youth or intergenerationally by exploring together:
“How many yokes can you name? How can they be broken?”
Isaiah also insists that we offer food, shelter, and medical care to
the hungry, homeless, and afflicted. This is the fast God wants.

God, may I hunger and thirst for justice for your children! Lead me
to do what I can today to open my heart and home to those in need.
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Tuesday, March 3, 2020

Just bread
Exodus 16:13-30
“But when they measured it . . . those who gathered much had nothing
over, and those who gathered little had no shortage” (v. 18a).

There’s more to manna than meets the eye. It’s not just bread. It’s

just bread. That is to say, it’s bread that concerns itself with providing
for all the sisters and brothers in a community on the edge.
Hailing from heaven, manna is provender with purpose. There’s a
moral compass embedded in every falling flake that tracks the needs
and the behavior of those who gather. It’s like manna has a mind of
its own. Measure for measure, it’s a mystery!
It’s literally daily bread (except for the sabbath). I’m certain that
Jesus had manna in mind when he taught us to pray.
One hallmark of manna is its hedge against hoarding. Try to sneak
some into pocket or pantry, and it turns putrid and wriggles with
worms! The Israelites are forced to depend on God and each other.
We don’t have such heaven-sent constraints. Or do we?
In 2008, a “dry” hurricane named Ike swept through our neighborhood with its devastating winds, tearing down electrical lines and
cutting power for over a week. Freezers filled with food were useless.
Faced with spoiled meat, our neighbors emptied their freezer, fired
up the grill, and invited everyone in earshot to a barbecue. We all
brought side dishes, drinks, and desserts to a glorious feast. Lo and
behold, we all had what was needed for many days. We happened
to have power, and opened our freezer to preserve many items that
would have otherwise perished. The twins next door helped us pick
up limbs, twigs, and trash. We were all deeply grateful.
That unexpected windfall helped us appreciate God’s gracious
provision, and the precious treasure we have in each other.

God, help us look to you for our daily bread. Teach us to trust in
your goodness, and make us grateful, generous, and loving.
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Wednesday, March 4, 2020

The real deal
John 6:25-35
“ ‘Very truly, I tell you, it was not Moses who gave you the bread from
heaven, but it is my Father who gives you the true bread’ ” (v. 32).

Do you ever stand in front of the fridge, scan the shelves, and say:

“Hmm, what am I hungry for?”
Humans have all kinds of hungers, cravings, wants, and wishes.
We need to fill our bellies, yet we often gravitate to empty calories.
We seek shallow and unsavory things, such as comfort and convenience, attention and praise, excitement and entertainment.
My father-in-law, Luke Bowser, would often lament squishy, white
loaves of store-bought bread. These were stripped of fiber and nutrients. “Puffed pith,” he called them. He wanted flavorful homemade
bread that was dense with whole grains and shaped by loving hands.
The crowds who sought the Savior wanted belly satisfaction, but
they also demanded signs and wonders. The bitter irony is that they
didn’t follow the signs he offered. They wouldn’t commit to Jesus unless he gave them easy answers that would rubber-stamp their beliefs.
He was trying to get them—and us—to go deeper. He wants us to
see that manna is a sign pointing to himself as the true bread.
To really dig into the nourishment that is Jesus is to spend serious
time in devotional Bible study, inviting the Spirit to guide us, and
asking hard questions of ourselves and of the text.
My friend Everett is a spiritual leader and a very funny guy. He
urged his flock to sit down daily and partake of the Word of God.
But he confessed that he often failed to follow his own advice. “Poor
Everett,” he once said, “always hungry, and never eating!”
Taste and see; the Lord is good. Search scripture, not to validate
our own opinions, but to be tested, enlightened, and blessed.

Holy Spirit, make me hungry for the truths I really need to hear,
and for time with Jesus, who is the bread of life!
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Thursday, March 5, 2020

Whenever you give
Matthew 6:1-18
“ ‘So whenever you give alms . . . . And whenever you pray . . . .
And whenever you fast . . .’ ” (vv. 2, 5, 16).

As a culture, we’ve learned to think outside the box when it comes
to fasting. Even as some give up meats and sweets, others now abstain from social media and other forms of digital detritus.
“You won’t be seeing my posts for a while,” friends explain. “I
need to turn my attention elsewhere for a season.” (This works as
long as we turn our eyes to Jesus and not merely swap diversions!)
I wonder if we could do the same for almsgiving and prayer. For
instance, when it comes to giving, I immediately think of writing a
check or giving cash. But generosity takes many forms.
One way to be generous is to truly listen to another soul. This
practice benefits our own soul, even as it heals and blesses others.
Who needs these ineffable alms? Children, for one. Veterans.
Caregivers. Anyone who clings to the margins, differing from the
idol “Normal,” which is really a setting on the dryer after all. Jesus
possessed nothing, yet constantly flung the largess of holy presence
on everyone in need, listening with love as people shared their deepest selves.
Prayer, too, desperately needs to be reimagined. Why do we so
often do prayer like a laundry list, when we could lie in the grass and
look at, say, a grasshopper, like Mary Oliver in “The Summer Day”?*
God doesn’t want a list, but attentiveness! Alton, a young boy
from our congregation, informed his father one morning that “the
first bird sang today at 6:04.” Since hearing of this, I inevitably open
my ears and eyes to listen for the first intimations of birdsong, and
greet God’s face (and the clock’s) with a smile. Is this not a prayer?
God, show me, day by day, how to attend to your creation and your
children, there to learn your compassion, wisdom, and joy!
*Read the full poem at www.loc.gov/poetry/180/133.html.
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Friday, March 6, 2020

Die to live
Romans 6:1-6
“Do you not know that all of us who have been baptized into Christ
Jesus were baptized into his death?” (v. 3).

She left her lectern, mid-sermon, and swept down the aisles of

the church like a schooner—surprising all of us with an unfamiliar
ancient rite. In her hand was a bright green branch loaded with water. As she moved, she rained large, impertinent drops on unsuspecting worshipers who were not used to such palpable rituals.
The sister in question is the late Julie Hostetter, then moderator
of the 2013 Southern Ohio District Conference which took place at
the Trotwood Church of the Brethren. The scattered shower (called
asperges) came from her message on renewing our baptismal vows.
She explained that Lent became a formalized spiritual practice of
the church early on (325 CE). The season became a time for study
and repentance as new converts prepared for baptism.
Julie stressed that the importance of those sacred commitments is
not limited to new believers. We’ve all been through the water. We
have made these vows, and are responsible for living them out daily.
So, what about it? What about you and me, this day?
Do we still believe in Jesus, and trust him as Savior and Lord? Are
we, even now, turning from sin, promising to align ourselves with
the truths and spirit of the New Testament? Are we still faithful to
the church, supporting it with our prayers, presence, and service?
Romans 6 tells us that baptism is three things: a birth because we
are reborn into new life, a bath because we are cleansed from our sin,
and a burial because we are crucified with Christ.
Today we must ask ourselves: “What in me needs to be crucified
so that I may be raised with Christ?”

O Lord, I come trembling, but I do come.
Show me what must die so that I may live in Christ.
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Saturday, March 7, 2020

Shortcuts and detours
Matthew 4:5-11
“Jesus said to him, ‘Away with you, Satan! for it is written, “Worship the
Lord your God, and serve only him” ’ ” (v. 10).

There are many lenses through which we view the testing of

Christ, and some hark back to Eden. For instance, both Eve and
Jesus struggle with the primal force of hunger, and the temptation
to satisfy that hunger by shattering boundaries set by God. Both are
lured by a powerful adversary whose suggestions assault the soul.
The setting and the number forty bring us to the desert. Like
Jesus, Israel is identified by the prophets as the son of God, and is
tested (see Psalm 22, Hosea 11). Here, we see a nation, not a couple.
They are not in paradise, but a barren and wild place, where their
very survival is on the line. Day after day, these men and women are
on trial, living close to the bone, clinging to faith in God’s promises.
Or we may look at this test through a lens that is particular to Jesus. What kind of messiah will he be? Shepherd or superstar? Teacher
or wonder-worker? Suffering servant or military hero? Sacrificial
lamb or political lion? Jesus chose the hard way.
One lens that has been helpful for me, as a disciple, is that of
shortcuts and detours. Jesus had persevered. It is no sin to break a
fast. Yet hunger’s torment made the walk to town seem unbearable.
How he must have wanted that shortcut!
He could have avoided the agony of the cross if he’d only taken
the celebrity detour and jumped. Eventually every knee will bow, but
he could have been a king instantly if only he’d taken the shortcut.
Jesus refuses these things, knowing that every single day will be a
spiritual, mental, and physical struggle.
Satan offers shortcuts and detours. Jesus will not have it. Will we?

Today, Lord, when you ask me to take the hard road, help me to
resist the detours and shortcuts so that I may glorify you.
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Sunday, March 8, 2020

A different kind of fire
Matthew 5:27-30 and 6:19-25
“ ‘It is better for you to lose one of your members than for your whole
body to be thrown into hell’ ” (5:29b).

On Shrove Tuesday, 1497, an Italian friar named Girolamo Sa-

vonarola goaded the wealthy and worldly citizens of Florence to get
right with God. He demanded that they build a massive bonfire and
toss into the flames every source of sin, temptation, and vanity.
Lots of things went up in smoke! I wonder what we would—and
should—throw on such a fire in our day. Might God desire a different flame, one that burns in hearts in love for God and neighbor?
Behold our bold inferno, Lord! Android
And iPad, Throne Games, antiques—throw ’em in!
O “What to eat and wear?” then, “Murgatroyd—
There’s drink!” (So many awful ways to sin!)
Is there a grace to banish all this rot?
Given great addictions, no strong rain
Can drown this pyre—the fire is just too hot.
Is there any help, O Christ? For shame.
Forget all that, says a Voice. Why not drink
The wine of Presence? Eat the daily bread
Of silence? Wear a robe of roses? Think
On what to do between today and dead?
Turn, and leave behind all sin and blame.
Come. Walk with me; let’s light a different flame!

Lord, you know the desires of my heart! Let my heart burn with love
for you, that I may bring light to those who need your grace.
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Monday, March 9, 2020

Got bread?
Ecclesiastes 11:1-2
“Send out your bread upon the waters, for after many days you will get it
back. Divide your means seven ways, or even eight . . .” (vv. 1-2a).

Years ago, when I read, “Cast thy bread upon the waters” (KJV),
all I could think of was a child tearing slices of bread and flinging
bite-size bits into a pond. I concluded that this was a text on ducks.
Wrong. (Don’t try this at home, by the way. I’ve since learned that
bread is essentially junk food for ducks, and that ducklings who
snarf it up will not learn to forage for what they need.)
But really, why would anyone do such a thing? And who would
want it coming back to them after “many days”? Still, the text points
to a clear benefit. When you give a little, you might get a lot. I concluded that if you share your food, you’ll be blessed in return.
A closer look reveals that these verses point beyond bread, to
careful planning, diversified investments, and diligence. The image is
that of a wise merchant sending out several ships in different directions. If the sea swallows one or two, there will still be a return on
the larger endeavor. No one knows what the future will bring. Still,
we must act and risk. If we spend too much energy worrying about
storms, or a tree falling on the dock, we’ll never thrive.
One memorable worship experience at the Trotwood, Ohio,
church rose out of this notion of casting bread. After working all
night, a baker from our congregation came to the church at dawn
and fired up the ovens. He provided everyone present with a small
loaf of freshly baked bread. The aroma filled the church! Following
the service, we were all invited to pray for God’s guidance, and then
to step out and share our small loaf with a needy friend or stranger.
What is ours to share today?
God, let me feast on your Word, and let your love be multiplied.
Help me to share that love with someone of your choosing this day.
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Tuesday, March 10, 2020

Baggage
Matthew 19:16-30
“When the young man heard this word, he went away grieving,
for he had many possessions” (v. 22).

In the middle of worship, a young pilot from Paradise Airlines rises
and moves toward the worship center. A hush falls over the congregation. A middle-aged matron struggles down the aisle to meet him.
She’s dressed as a tourist, sporting a designer dress with matching
shoes and a massive Michael Kors handbag. She juggles an iPad, a
Starbucks latte, a smartphone, and an enormous suitcase.
She explains that she heard about Paradise from a friend, who
assured her that this outfit offers something more than what Orbitz
or Expedia can provide. “ ‘You’re headed for heaven,’ she told me.
Those were her exact words.” The pilot welcomes her warmly as she
recovers her breath, then reminds her of the strict baggage policy.
“Yes, I was meaning to talk to you about that. You’re not serious,
are you?” (He’s dead serious.)
“But this is an extended stay, isn’t it?” (It is.)
She explains the need for every item, the last being vapes.
“I’m afraid we’re strictly a nonsmoking airline, madam. And your
final destination is entirely smoke-free. If you want all these things,
you’ll have to check in with Infernal Airlines. I’m sure they have a
smoking section on Flight 666. In fact, the whole plane is practically
incendiary.” In the end, the woman relinquishes her treasures.
How would it be if things were to be arranged here so that they
would be “on earth as it is in heaven”? What must we leave behind?
Certain baggage, such as racist practices and thoughts, weapons, and
plastic bottles and bags, clearly need to be jettisoned.
What physical and spiritual baggage block our way to paradise?

Creator of all, help me turn from every thought, possession, and
practice that defiles the earth and keeps your children from thriving.
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Wednesday, March 11, 2020

Longing for spring
Mark 4:26-34
“ ‘The kingdom of God is as if someone would scatter seed . . . and the
seed would sprout and grow, he does not know how’ ” (vv. 26-27).

Many of Jesus’ parables feature rich images about the mystery of
seedtime and harvest—mustard seeds and vineyards, sowers and seed
stealers, weeds in the wheat and reaper angels, grain that dies to live.
A dairy farmer in my congregation once took me around his field
in the spring as he was planting corn. I got quite an education that
day, and throughout my years of service as his pastor. Having grown
up on army bases and in cities, I knew very little about agriculture.
The back of the tractor was fitted with bins that were rigged to
drop a precise portion of seed into the gaping mouths of the rows we
swept over. John Henry taught me about modern practices of preparing the ground, applying fertilizer and pesticides, and irrigating
should there be drought. He could control many factors which were
impossible to predict or manage in times past. Yet being with him
made me conscious of how deeply dependent we all are for our daily
bread. God is at work, even as we sleep and wake and work. The
steady rhythm of the seasons continues with or without our notice.
The sun rises and sets, according to God’s purpose. Life is unfolding beneath our feet, as mysterious and dependable as the sky.
Winter loses its grip and spring returns in glory and promise.
The word “Lent” comes from the Old English word lencten that
hints at the lengthening of days. In short, it’s the gift of spring.
Our trials are never an end in themselves. Everything points to the
ultimate trial of the cross, and beyond it to the resurrection.
Name something that has grown in your life over time with God’s
help and your hard work. Praise God for signs of budding life.
Thank you, God, for working in creation and in my life,
so that I may grow and experience new birth and rebirth.
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Thursday, March 12, 2020

Nineveh repents
Jonah 3; Matthew 12:38-42
“ ‘All shall turn from their evil ways and from the violence that is in
their hands’ ” (Jonah 3:8b).

Popular preachers like Billy Graham often frame repentance

solely as an individual decision to turn to God, and away from sin.
However, what is striking—even shocking—is that Jesus and the
Hebrew prophets consistently speak of repentance in broader communal terms. They call upon a city, a nation, or an entire generation
to repent. This is the case with both Jesus and Jonah.
It’s true, of course, that the repentance of one individual, like
Martin Luther King, Jr., can act as a rudder or compass for the
soul of a nation. Led by wise and courageous leaders, communities
and subsets (like boomers and millennials) are capable of spiritual
transformation. In turn, they spark revolutionary change, as with the
Civil Rights Movement or the withdrawal of troops from Vietnam.
As a military superpower, Nineveh is legendary in its cruelty.
That’s why their abject repentance is so astounding. The Ninevites
have forty days, and they apply themselves as if their lives depend
on it. Everyone, from the king on his throne to the cow in her stall,
responds to God’s call. There is an ironic, even comical, dimension
to this, especially when it’s contrasted with the prideful disobedience
of Jonah. But the deeper message is dead serious: change or die.
The problem with Nineveh is the sin of violence. With the earth’s
desecration, perpetual wars, and the prevalence of violent forms of
entertainment, Americans might ask if we are so different.
How are we similar to Nineveh in practicing war and violence?
How are we complicit in national crimes? Ponder one thing you and
I can do to address violence and to help those who are affected by it.

God, make me an instrument of your peace, both at home and in the
public square. Give me the courage to speak truth to those in power.
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Friday, March 13, 2020

When the journey is too much
1 Kings 19:1-12
“ ‘For the Israelites have . . . killed your prophets with the sword. I alone
am left, and they are seeking my life, to take it away’ ” (v. 10b).

Elijah is one of the most beloved prophets in Jewish history, but

he, too, has his trials. Praise God, who comes to us in our trials!
Along with Moses, Elijah appears to Jesus on the Mount of
Transfiguration to strengthen and encourage our Lord as he faces
the cross (Matt. 17:1-13). While on earth, Elijah is a miracle worker
who heals and even raises the dead. He speaks truth to power and
confronts kings and queens (like ruthless Jezebel), but then pays the
price for it. He is forced to live as a fugitive and an outcast, thirsty
and hungry because of a drought he predicted at God’s command.
After his confrontation with Jezebel’s prophets on Mount Carmel
in chapter 18, Elijah runs for his life. Eventually he comes to Mount
Horeb (Sinai), where God shows him the next steps in his journey.
In the meantime, he staggers into the wilderness, swallowed up by
grief, despair, and sorrow. Skewed by loneliness and fear, Elijah asks
God to take his life. It doesn’t take a mental health expert to see that
here is a man overtaken by a deep depression and suicidal thoughts.
“It is enough,” Elijah prays as he lies down (19:4).
I don’t know about you, but I like my prophets practically perfect,
like Mary Poppins. But this is a foolish and disgraceful desire. No
human being is perfect—not even close!
But God is merciful to Elijah, and comes to him in his weakened
and vulnerable state. He is, most literally, touched by an angel who
gives him the wilderness food of bread and water. That manna will
last him—you guessed it—forty days.
When has God sent someone to help, when you couldn’t go on?

God, thank you for calling wounded, broken people to speak for you
in a wounded, broken world. Come to us in every hour of need.
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Saturday, March 14, 2020

Resist!
1 Peter 5:6-11
“Discipline yourselves, keep alert. Like a roaring lion your adversary the
devil prowls around, looking for someone to devour” (v. 8).

It was Thomas Paine who said, “These are the times that try men’s

souls.” Christians in the midst of wars, disasters, political strife, and
persecution might well agree. In times of turmoil, it may seem as if
we are bedeviled by an unseen enemy bent on destroying our lives.
Sci-fi fans might recall the Borg from Star Trek. The Borg are a
tech-savvy race whose goal is to obliterate individuals of all stripes,
absorbing them into the Collective. They implant devices into their
prey that barrage the mind and soul with relentless voice-messages
that are almost impossible to deny. “Resistance is futile,” they insist.
The voices entice captives to merge with the singular hive mindset.
Once they submit, the victims are “assimilated.” They become drones
and exist only to serve the Borg, which will go on to pursue and
crush more victims until it has put all things under its feet.
The kingdoms of this world are as insidious as the Borg, and
equally as terrifying. The world with its demonic powers presses in
on us in many ways—dividing us, polluting our lives with images
and values that are completely contrary to the gospel. Fear and hatred, selfish ambition, racism, and violence are all around us. A daily
onslaught of biased news, seductive ads, and polarizing social media
tests our commitment to one another, and to Christ and the church.
Peter speaks of devouring powers, serious adversaries in the spiritual realm who want to destroy our souls. In the light of this present
age, his words take on an urgency and a singular goal: resist!
There is hope, and there is help. God promises that if we resist and
stay strong in faith, the devil will leave us!

God, help me stay disciplined so that I may identify all the voices
that speak against the peace, love, and justice embodied by Jesus.
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Sunday, March 15, 2020

When the wheels came off
Luke 10:25-37
“ ‘Which of these three . . . was a neighbor to the man who fell into the
hands of the robbers?’ ” (v. 36).

Tested all the time, Jesus flips the script and tests a lawyer with
a parable about mercy, stereotypes, and surprises. When have you
been helped? When have you stopped to help a stranger, or passed
someone by?
I remember when the wheels came off at Pikes Peak.
We were on our way to the Garden of the Gods.
He appeared out of nowhere to help us.
He wore a Duck Dynasty beard and a T-shirt with skeletons.
It was a dangerous intersection on a busy road.
He retrieved our wheel where it lay in the adjacent lane.
His skeletons were holding pistols and smoking weed.
I’ve already called dispatch and they should be here soon.
I couldn’t see his eyes because of his shades.
He was not what you’d expect in an angel.
I’ll stay with you until the police arrive.
I wondered if angels carry cell phones these days.
His call went through and the blue lights appeared.
He waved away my thanks and slipped away.
I’ve been here before, he said, and someone helped me.
I remember when the wheels came off at Pikes Peak.

Surprising God, open my jaded eyes to the beauty and goodness of my
neighbors, near and far. Keep me from the sin of turning away!
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Monday, March 16, 2020

The key
Luke 5:16-17 and 6:12-19
“But [Jesus] would withdraw to deserted places and pray. . . .
[And] the power of the Lord was with him to heal” (5:16-17).

I don’t often lose my keys, but when I do, it can get real bad,
real fast. If I misplace my cell, I can dial my own number from the
landline to find that it’s buried under a cushion or under a book. But
keys don’t come with location tech, and without them, I’m going nowhere fast. It’s the same with prayer. Again and again, I’m reminded
of Jesus’ words: “Apart from me you can do nothing” (John 15:5).
One of my professors at Eastern Mennonite Seminary, Ed Stoltzfus, used to remind us that, during his time on earth, Jesus never acts
as a magician or a superhero. Ed would stress to us that, though fully
divine, “Jesus never plays his divinity from his back pocket.” Rather,
Jesus comes at daily trials just as we do—that is to say, dependent on
the Father for all that is needed in every situation.
When we think of Jesus being tested, we may picture Jesus in the
wilderness or in Gethsemane, as though those were his only ordeals.
But in truth, Jesus faced all kinds of trials on a daily basis, such as
stubborn disciples, lethal adversaries, people with dread diseases and
demonic possession. The key to his grace, wisdom, and power in
each of these situations is his consistent practice of daily prayer.
There are certainly extraordinary situations in the world today
which would make any one of us wrestle in prayer during the night
and fall on our face at sunrise. Yet even an ordinary day can bring
huge, unexpected challenges, and we need to be prepared, with key
in hand, to meet them.
What trials have you been facing daily? How can you and I shape
our lives so that we have time to pray?
Forgive me, Lord, when I am careless in my prayer life. Waken me in
the night as you will, and bring to mind those who are hurting.
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Tuesday, March 17, 2020

The foreigner
Matthew 15:21-28
“But [the Canaanite woman] came and knelt before [Jesus], saying,
‘Lord, help me’ ” (v. 25).

Some things look logical and even godly, until you examine them

closely. For example, in difficult times, it just makes sense to feed
your family and pay your bills and take care of your own first. Then,
as there is food, medicine, or money to spare, share it with others. It
would seem odd, if not downright shameful, to do otherwise.
The Gospels—and the gospel itself—challenge that logic, with a
wider mercy that is grounded in the Hebrew Scriptures.
The Jewish people know what it is to be the “other”—refugee, foreigner, exile, expatriate, or pilgrim. It is to be a stranger in a strange
land, to be resented, suspect, feared, misunderstood, hated, and persecuted. Because of this, God commands the Israelites to welcome
the foreigner and love them as they love themselves (Lev. 19:33-34).
At the beginning of this wrenching encounter, Jesus’ actions show
his commitment to a mission focused on the lost sheep of the house
of Israel. He deliberately restricts his ministry to the “children” (the
Jews). And in a conversation that is deeply painful and shocking, he
places the woman and her daughter in the category of dogs.
But that is not the end of the story. Her bold faith and her love
for her daughter transform the situation. Moved by her humility and
courage, Jesus revises his plan, extending his mission to foreigners.
Jesus ministers to and celebrates the faith of Gentiles, including a
centurion, a Samaritan leper, Legion, and this Canaanite woman. In
the end, there are no foreigners or dogs. Turns out, we’re all children.
Are there outsiders, foreigners, or non-Christians from whom we
withhold compassion? How do they challenge our ministry goals?

All-embracing God, thank you that Jesus could humble himself and
grow. Open us to encounters with those who can transform our lives!
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Wednesday, March 18, 2020

Pop quiz
Matthew 16:13-23
“[Jesus] said to [his disciples], ‘Who do you say that I am?’ ” (v. 15).

As kids, we played a board game called Go to the Head of the Class.
It was similar to trivia, but with academic questions for various
grade levels. The luck of the draw played a small role in the process.
A random card might reward a player for good study habits. Or, a
card could penalize a student for disruptive behavior. (Go back three
desks for calling down fire on an entire village!) However, most of
the advancement came from delivering correct answers.
Jesus does so many breathtaking things in the course of his
ministry that it’s easy to forget his central role as a rabbi. Having
studied the Hebrew Scriptures, Jesus gathers disciples and functions
as their spiritual guide. This involves modeling, of course, but also
intense conversations and interactive lessons. The curriculum often
comes from the people and problems they encounter. The school day
is constantly interrupted by adversaries and personal requests and
people in crisis. Each situation provides a teachable moment, with
the tests becoming more intense as they approach Jerusalem.
One method of instruction is the practice of asking questions and
allowing disciples to respond. An effective rabbi will provide a critical question that gets to the heart of the faith.
In today’s text, Peter ascends to the heights by giving Jesus the
correct answer. Things are quickly reversed, however, when Peter
quickly fails to understand the meaning of his brilliant answer. The
Messiah must suffer and die. He did not see this coming!
Later, while sitting outside the courtyard where Jesus is being
tried before Caiaphas, Peter will be tripped up by the random card
provided by a young girl who recognizes him as Jesus’ disciple.
Teacher, your questions and trials are much more than rote answers.
Open my heart to the deeper questions that arise in this life.
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Thursday, March 19, 2020

Multiple choice
Luke 10:38-42
“ ‘Martha, Martha . . . there is need of only one thing. Mary has chosen
the better part, which will not be taken away from her’ ” (vv. 41-42).

If you ask my former parishioners what they remember most about

my sermons, I’m guessing the majority will mention my “Horrible
Henry” stories. My brother, Henry, and I were as different as two
siblings could be. He was older—fiercely private and reserved, a
linear thinker with a love of math, science, and detail. I was younger—an extrovert with a wide circle of friends, monkey mind, and
a passion for poetry, literature, and art. People told me they were
always eager to hear how our escapades intersected with scripture.
Sibling rivalry is a big thing in the Bible. (Think of Cain and Abel,
Jacob and Esau, or Joseph and his eleven brothers). Those of us with
siblings understand both the challenges and the blessings of those
special ties. Which brings us to Mary and Martha.
The most astonishing aspect of this text is Jesus’ gender-shattering
affirmation of Mary. Disciples were typically male. As in Luke’s account of the good Samaritan, Jesus champions the unexpected hero.
But this is not a parable; it’s personal and painful. Overwhelmed
by her tasks, Martha seeks a powerful ally to take her side, rather
than simply asking Mary or others to help. Lazarus? Peter? Anyone?
Martha’s hospitality is explicitly affirmed as the story opens. It’s
also implicitly affirmed, since “better” is often compared to what’s already good. Martha’s service is not the problem, it’s her turmoil and
tactics. Physical food is great, but spiritual food takes precedence.
Not everyone gets the same assignment—at least, not at the same
time. Mary and Martha are both doing a beautiful thing. How can
we support our sisters and brothers who serve in different ways?

Loving God, help me to stay centered. Thank you for the freedom to
roll up my sleeves, and the freedom to sit and listen to your word.
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Friday, March 20, 2020

Testing our assumptions
Luke 11:27-28
“[A] woman in the crowd raised her voice and said to [Jesus], ‘Blessed is
the womb that bore you and the breasts that nursed you!’ ” (v. 27).

I was brought up to be nice. If that meant glossing over a problem

to spare someone’s feelings, so be it. Jesus clearly has other ideas.
I recently attended the Staunton Church of the Brethren, where
Pastor Scott Duffey was doing a sermon series on “The Bad Habits
of Jesus,” based on a book by Leonard Sweet. Pastor Scott reminded
us that Jesus did all kinds of no-no’s, like healing on the sabbath and
chatting one-on-one with women. Jesus—always with the curveball!
I realized anew that, while Jesus was always good, he was not
always nice. Take the rich young ruler in Luke 18. Can you imagine
what a southern mom would think if someone greeted me as “Good
Teacher,” and I replied, “Who are you calling good?” There would
have been consequences for that kind of talk at my house!
And what would happen if someone praised your mother, and
then you turned around and embarrassed them by challenging them?
But Jesus isn’t trying to be sassy. Jesus has a pretty big point here.
Jesus challenges the notion that women are to be valued primarily as
bodies that deliver and nourish wise males. Everyone who hears and
keeps the word of God is to be commended.
The upside of this seeming put-down is that it lifts up all women.
This is good news for single women, and to those who experience
fertility problems or simply choose not to bear children. It’s good
news for children, teens, and seniors. It’s also good news for women
like Mary of Nazareth, who served as a midwife to the church, along
with the apostles at the time of Pentecost (Acts 1:12-14).
Hark! Women and men, we are more than the sum of our parts.

God, keep me from putting people into boxes, and judging them by
another’s standards. Help me see mothers and others as you see us.
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Saturday, March 21, 2020

Finding our voice
Luke 3:1-14
“As it is written in . . . Isaiah, ‘The voice of one crying out in the wilderness: “Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths straight” ’ ” (v. 4b).

There are cries, coos, babbles, burbles, giggles, and the ever-pop-

ular “pterodactyl screech.” At five months, our little granddaughter,
Samantha Quinn, is well on the way to finding her voice, and as
first-time grandparents, we’re thrilled.
It’s a big deal to find your own voice, to figure out what needs to
be said and how to express it. Plus, you want the desired response.
The wilderness is a pretty good place to do just that. When people
are abused, oppressed, enslaved, or exiled, God will invariably raise
up a prophet, poet, or preacher who will cry out against injustice.
That voice will likely provoke a response. It may become a movement that will transform a sick society or give birth to a new one.
It’s not easy to speak truth to power. In fact, it can be fatal. (John
the Baptist lost his head, remember?) But sometimes it’s necessary.
The world sometimes seems like a wasteland of hatred and violence, and it often begins with speech. Our goal is to respond with
wisdom, passion, and respect for the adversary. It’s a test.
Long ago, in a work situation, the conversation went south in a
painful and ugly way. Racist comments were made. There was laughter and implied consent. There was a silent space where I might have
spoken. To my shame, I did not. I learned something, though.
It can happen anywhere, and it happens fast—in the cafeteria, at
the ballpark, in a classroom, at church. Finding our voice is critical.
When we see cruelty, oppression, and violence, we must speak up.
If we don’t, our silence gives consent to such acts. Moreover, our witness is diminished, and our conscience stained.

God of mercy, help me to find my voice in the savage places, where
wounded, fearful people strike out at those who are seen as threats.
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Sunday, March 22, 2020

Go gently
John 11:1-44
“The sisters sent a message to Jesus, ‘Lord, he whom you love is ill’ ” (v. 3).

Betsy Inskeep was a good friend throughout school. We both read

widely and shared a passion for English literature. She went to Harvard and pastored a deaf parish in the northeast. We kept in touch.
One day, the phone rang, and she told me about the cancer.
I can see you right now, propped up on pillows,
serene, courageous, joking,
while tumors invade your magnificent brain.
“Come,” you tell me. “Come for a few days.
John will be gone. I will be alone with Death.
You come.”
Your hair, you say, in your casual way,
is scheduled to fall out in a few days.
I see Death crook his bony finger in your direction.
“Come in May,” you say,
“when the sun regains her strength,
when Eastertide floods the earth with flowers.”
I fly to you, my friend, to stay with you a while,
before you, too, take flight and sail into the Son.
Darkness,
then beauty,
then union with the Friend.
Go gently, I pray,
into that good day.

Thank you for precious friends, Lord Jesus. May I never take them
for granted. Thank you for walking this road before me.
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Monday, March 23, 2020

Mountaintop manna
Matthew 17:1-9
“Six days later, Jesus took with him Peter and James and his brother
John and led them up a high mountain, by themselves” (v. 1).

A motivational speaker was conducting a seminar for business

leaders, and lifted up our need to get away from the stress of work
and life demands. These were high-octane executive types with stellar
careers and moneyed lifestyles that would make many envious.
The speaker suggested that they immerse themselves in things that
feed the soul. He named several avenues for this, including music,
nature, travel, painting, and retreats. He assured them that investing
in such activities would enhance their productivity. But the air in the
room changed when he asked: “When was the last time you engaged
in something that feeds your soul?” His question was met with awkward silence. One man actually put his head on the desk and wept.
We are fed by bread and meat, but we need more. The transfiguration is literally a mountaintop experience, and likely a crucial source
of strength for Peter, James, and John. It reaffirms the place of Jesus
as the Beloved and the imperative of obedience to him. It will also
be a source of strength for Jesus as he approaches the maelstrom of
conflict in Jerusalem and the many adversaries who seek his death.
Sadly, even to this day, some religious leaders are offended by the
all-inclusive love of Jesus. They feel threatened by his radical teachings. Some push back, seeking to defend the letter of the law while
ignoring its deeper demands for justice, mercy, and peace.
If Jesus could not live by bread alone, neither can we.
You and I have decided to walk with Jesus to Calvary, and we need
manna and more. How might God be leading us to experiences that
can serve as nourishment and encouragement for the journey?

Transforming God, lead us away from our daily tasks to places of
your choosing. Feed our souls, so that we might live in you.
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Tuesday, March 24, 2020

What’s in the cup?
Mark 10:32-45
“ ‘For the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his
life a ransom for many’ ” (v. 45).

In addition to the trials awaiting him, Jesus contends with disci-

ples who are secretly—and openly—jockeying for places of privilege.
Have you ever had a child come to you and say: “Will you do me
a favor?” You have to be very careful how you answer. They could be
wanting a pool or a pony . . . a tarantula or a tattoo!
James and John come to Jesus with exactly this kind of vague
request: “Teacher, we want you to do for us whatever we ask of you”
(v. 35). No fool, Jesus responds: “And what might that be?”
The Zebedee boys are envisioning the heavenly banquet à la Isaiah
25:6. Michael is carving the prime rib and Gabriel is pouring the
Cana-wine. At this affair, the best seats in the house are next to the
King of kings. How convenient that there’s a seat for each brother!
Just before this, Jesus tries to explain to the twelve what awaits
them in Jerusalem. But they don’t get it. They are dreaming, not of
persecution, but of power. Not of service or suffering, but of glory.
Not of the cross, but of rich rewards.
Jesus says, “You do not know what you are asking” (v. 38). Then
he asks them a strange question: “Are you able to drink the cup that
I drink, or be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with?”
As with salt in the sugar bowl, or Forrest Gump’s box of chocolates, cups hold mysteries.
Jesus has a painfully clear idea of what’s in front of him. He knows
the bitter brew of betrayal awaiting him in Judas. He knows he’ll
soon be immersed in the fiery agony of the cross. The disciples don’t
know what’s coming, and they aren’t ready. Are we?

Patient and loving God, keep me from dwelling on the things that
feed my pride. Make me ready for the cup you have in store for me.
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Wednesday, March 25, 2020

Tough stuff
John 6:41-69
“So Jesus said to them, ‘Very truly, I tell you, unless you eat the flesh of
the Son of Man and drink his blood, you have no life in you’ ” (v. 53).

Women and men who want to be physicians or astronauts or

engineers must undergo rigorous tests. Their calling is so critical,
and their work so demanding, that they have to pour themselves out
in study. Entrance exams to major universities and programs are so
tough that many drop out before they begin.
Such a turning point comes for many of Jesus’ disciples when he
insists that those who want eternal life will need to eat his flesh and
drink his blood. Some grumble at his teaching that the Son of Man
descended from heaven, that he is in fact the true manna (v. 58).
But the real sticking point is his insistence that it’s not enough to
believe this idea. If you want eternal life, you must eat his flesh and
drink his blood. This is hard stuff, to paraphrase the disciples (v. 60)!
Where does your mind go when you read these things? Cannibals?
Ancient superstitions? If so, you’re not alone. Early Christians, like
Jews throughout history, were accused of all kinds of revolting practices, and persecuted as a result. John 6 was proof enough.
There’s suddenly a crowd heading toward the exits, and you can
understand why. It’s offensive on a religious level, since Jews are forbidden to consume blood in any form (Lev. 17:13-14). Beyond that,
it’s appalling! “Who can accept this teaching?” the disciples ask.
Jesus’ loving Spirit flows through us as blood through our veins,
and because of this, we have life.
Like physicians and others, we, too, have a high calling and a sacred duty to embody this matchless love. But we can’t do it without
the life-giving manna, received at his table.

Holy God, thank you for the Lord’s Supper, which nourishes and
empowers us. Let us never take it for granted.
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Thursday, March 26, 2020

A trap with live bait
John 8:1-11
“[The scribes and the Pharisees] said to [Jesus], ‘Teacher, this woman was
caught in the very act of committing adultery’ ” (v. 4).

The testing continues. John tells us very clearly that the scribes

and Pharisees brought this woman to Jesus to tempt and ensnare
him. It’s a kind of mousetrap with a struggling woman as bait.
Prior to this incident, there are a series of confrontations with the
religious leaders. You can feel the increased frustration of these powerful men as growing crowds of seekers are drawn to Jesus.
The people are filled with awe and wonder at his command of
scripture, at his radical love and miraculous signs. Even the temple
police dispatched to arrest him return singing his praises.
These leaders are deeply afraid that Jesus will be proclaimed Messiah, that he’ll bring Roman fury to the city. And they are terrified at
the way he undermines their spiritual authority and earthly power.
That’s why she’s here.
The most vulnerable are often used as pawns in larger religious
and political debates about how to punish those who have broken
the commandments of God and man. Law and order are the bumper
stickers, but desperation and fear are driving the car.
We see this in the separation of children from parents as a deterrent to refugees and migrants, and with the detention of asylum
seekers in squalid conditions. All the while, the privileged and powerful elude accountability for equal or far more serious crimes.
Where, for instance, is this woman’s paramour?
The compassion of Jesus makes this a teachable moment for us all.
He is not swept into their hate and fear. Instead, with a simple gesture, he pulls them all into the embrace of God’s mercy and peace.

Lover of all sinners, keep us grounded in your compassion and ready
to speak your truth with daring actions and wise, loving words.
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Friday, March 27, 2020

Penetrating questions
John 5:1-16
“When Jesus saw him lying there and knew that he had been there a long
time, he said to him, ‘Do you want to be made well?’ ” (v. 6).

It’s easy to look at people with an obvious affliction and assume

they want to be made whole, to be free of disease, to see, to be clean.
However, it may be that the thing they—or we—want most is to be
forgiven or accepted or loved. We may even wish to remain as we are!
Jesus has a practice of asking penetrating questions before proceeding to minister to a person. As two blind men sitting by the side
of a road cry out for mercy, Jesus stops in front of them and asks,
“What do you want me to do for you?” (Matt. 20:32).
To the wretched, howling man in the country of the Gerasenes,
Jesus inquires, “What is your name?” (Mark 5:9) “My name is Legion; for we are many,” he says, which tells us that his identity is
completely eclipsed by his demons.
But after the exorcism, the man is identified as the one who had
been possessed, the one who had had the legion of unclean spirits.
Now in his right mind, the man is free to recover his sense of self
and sanity. The Lord’s question is essential to his cure.
With the man by the pool of Bethesda, Jesus again tests our bedrock assumptions regarding wholeness. The guy’s been camped out
at the “house of mercy” (translation of “Bethesda”) for thirty-eight
years waiting to enter the healing waters, and still Jesus asks if he
wants to be made well. The man’s answer is evasive. He blames others for his plight, even as he avoids the searing and salient question.
We say we want peace, then refuse to do the things that make for
peace. We say we want wholeness, then refuse to take sabbath time or
pursue a healthy lifestyle. Do we really want to be made well?

O Lord, search me and try me. Deliver me from my addictions.
Lead me from hypocrisy and paralysis into wholeness and self-control.
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Saturday, March 28, 2020

Eye test
John 9
“[The blind man said,] ‘I do not know whether [Jesus] is a sinner. One
thing I do know, that though I was blind, now I see’ ” (v. 25).

John is my optometrist, and the man is a wonder-worker. During

each visit, he leans in closely to examine my eyes. I feel his breath on
my face. Aside from family, few come this close.
He then slips a variety of new lenses into a gizmo called a phoropter, which, from his perspective, makes me look like an alien. I
don’t care. I will never forget putting on my first pair of glasses and
spotting a cardinal among the trees!
With each turn of the dial, he asks, “Is that better or worse?”
I do my utmost to respond with integrity, so that I can receive the
miracle of near-perfect sight. I go my way with gratitude and joy.
Our story opens with a classic catch-22 dilemma. Who sinned—
this man or his parents—that he was born blind? Jesus counters the
query with a clear rejection of the premise. Neither!
Jesus immediately makes clay with the closest—and most intimate
—water source, and applies it to the darkened eyes, ordering the
man to wash in the pool of Siloam. Like Naaman in 2 Kings 5, the
man participates in his healing, responding with faith and integrity.
The patient in the story becomes a believer, and goes on to frame
another “eye test” for the Pharisees.
They can’t have it both ways. Demon-possessed men don’t do
miracles. Sabbath breakers can’t be from God. Except when they are.
The man born blind calls them out, because clearly, they’re in
the dark. “That’s rich (my translation),” he says. “You do not know
where he comes from, and yet he opened my eyes!” (v. 30).
Lent is a good time for the Great Physician to examine our eyes.

Come close, Lord Jesus, and touch the eyes of my soul. Help me to see
clearly, and to follow you with integrity, faith, and obedience.
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Sunday, March 29, 2020

The hour
John 12:20-33; Matthew 2:1-12
“[Some Greeks said to Philip,] ‘Sir, we wish to see Jesus’ ” (John 12:21).

When Philip and Andrew tell Jesus about this request of certain

Greeks, it has a visceral impact on Jesus. He is devastated. He speaks of
death. The grueling trial of the cross is near, and he knows it.
The scene hearkens to a time when other Gentiles sought the Lord as
a young child. And the people in power at this place and time will no
doubt respond as Herod did to the coming of the magi.
After the intense joy of the star, when the certainty had faded,
And the solemn little face came into view,
When Caspar had offered the gold, and Balthazar the sweet incense,
There came to the place a sense of dread.
That this child was destined to die was certain.
We had only to look into Herod’s raving eye to know that.
But what did this infant know, or the Monarch who sent him here?
When my turn came, I was conscious of the bitter pungency of my gift.
I came forward, mawkish as a schoolboy, my years of study vanished.
I was the reluctant pupil, pulled forward to speak my piece before the world.
In that moment, I understood that the heavy fragrance
Was not only precious because of its price,
But also because it could overpower the stench of death.
When I came close, the child looked straight into my eyes.
His tiny hand touched the curls of my beard and wandered to the casket.
Then, as though he understood,
He cried.

Lord, when my soul is troubled, when I must endure persecution or trials,
help me to follow Jesus and serve him with my whole being.
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Monday, March 30, 2020

How wide is wide?
Mark 9:38-41; John 10:11-16
“But Jesus said, ‘Do not stop him; for no one who does a deed of power in
my name will be able soon afterward to speak evil of me’ ” (Mark 9:39).

An Alcoholics Anonymous group meets in our church basement
every week, and I know for a fact that lives are saved through their
efforts. Could this be a deed of power? I certainly count it as one.
They are not specifically Jesus-oriented, though faith is at the heart
of their mission, and they always close with the Lord’s Prayer. Members may abstain, of course, but from what I’ve observed, few do.
These men and women recognize the power of God’s redeeming
love to exorcise the demons of chemical dependency and alcohol addiction. They embrace everyone, even some who might not be welcomed in many worship services on Sunday morning. They simply
reserve and honor space for people of differing backgrounds to work
on sobriety from their own spiritual perspective.
Meanwhile, in our worship services, we sing: “There’s a wideness
in God’s mercy, like the wideness of the sea.”
And don’t you ever wonder how wide is wide? These two scriptures—about other exorcists and other sheep who are not of this
fold—test our willingness to embrace folks who look, eat, pray, and
believe differently from those who follow Jesus as we do.
For the disciples who want to stop the exorcist (Mark 9:38), the
challenge is to accept the ministry of believers who aren’t actually in
their entourage. For the Pharisees, it’s to recognize Jesus as the Good
Shepherd (Ezekiel 34), who has the authority to call and include the
Gentiles (those other sheep).
We, too, may struggle to widen our welcome to include others
with different backgrounds, traditions, and beliefs.
God of open hands and outstretched arms, help me to embrace all
who call upon your name and everyone you call your own.
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Tuesday, March 31, 2020

Litmus test
John 15
“ ‘Just as the branch cannot bear fruit by itself unless it abides in the
vine, neither can you unless you abide in me’ ” (v. 4b).

An Anabaptist man was approached by some fellow Christians
who were curious about his faith. “Are you saved?” they asked.
He thought carefully before he replied: “Ask my family. Ask the
members of my church. Ask my coworkers, my employer, my neighbors, and my friends. If they will bear witness, that will mean more
than anything I could say to you.” It wasn’t the answer they were
expecting, but he certainly gave them something to think about!
Those who know us at the deepest levels will know if we are living
in Jesus’ way. They’ll know if our lives bear fruit, if we’re connected
to the true vine. They’ll know if we are spiritually alive.
The man’s reply points to the importance of an ongoing intimate
connection with Christ and with the body of Christ. For him, salvation is not the purchase of fire insurance from hell. Nor is it a oneand-done experience, based on a single point in time.
My recent studies in the fourth Gospel have been transformed by
the work of Karoline M. Lewis, whose commentary on John is nothing shy of exquisite. Light explodes from every page as she unveils
the beautiful language of abiding and abundance.*
John uses the Greek verb meno over forty times in his Gospel, and
it is translated into English in many different ways. To meno is to
abide, stay, dwell, rest, remain, or continue.
This matter of abiding in Jesus and seeing salvation as an ongoing
experience of abundant, fruitful life is straight out of the Gospel of
John. “Abide” is an old-fashioned word, but it resonates with beauty
and truth. For John, it’s the litmus test of an authentic disciple.
Whether I’m safe at home or in the wilderness, try me and test me.
Help me remain connected to my sisters and brothers, and to you!
*John. Fortress Biblical Preaching Commentaries. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2014, p. 30.
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Wednesday, April 1, 2020

I will build my church
Matthew 16:13-21
“ ‘And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church,
and the gates of Hades will not prevail against it’ ” (v. 18).

April Fools’ Day brings to mind the life of Francis of Assisi, who
richly embodies Paul’s insistence that the wisdom of God is foolishness to this world (see 1 Cor. 1:20-31).
The son of a wealthy Italian cloth merchant, Francis spent his
youth as a dandy, wiling away the evenings with music, dancing
revels, and romance. But when his hometown was attacked by neighboring Perugia, he went to war, smitten with the ideal of becoming a
knight. Assisi lost, and Francis spent a year in a freezing dungeon as
a prisoner of war, emerging as a seeker.
Soon after this, Francis was walking by the rubble of a tiny, broken-down country church. There he heard the voice of God speak
through a still-standing crucifix at the altar. He fell to his knees.
“Francis, repair my house.” He took the call literally, and gathered
masons and townspeople who would rebuild the chapel, which later
burned. He then went on to obey the deeper meaning of the command, and continued that work until he died. Though poor, he was
sustained in joy by the constant manna of Christ’s presence.
As Jesus travels toward Jerusalem, he anticipates his crucifixion
and his resurrection. He sees a glorious future for us beyond the
fearful specter of his broken body. He gives Peter a new name and affirms that the church will be built on the steadfastness of Peter’s confession of faith, and that the gates of hell will never prevail against it.
In what ways can we say the church still prevails? How is it struggling in a state of brokenness and disrepair? As “living stones,” how
do we respond in faithfulness to God’s call (see 1 Peter 2:4-5)?
Lord, make me an instrument of your peace, especially as I relate to
others. Help me to build up—and not tear down—your body.
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Thursday, April 2, 2020

Give to God what’s due
Matthew 22:15-22
“Then [Jesus] said, ‘Give to Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God
what belongs to God’ ” (v. 21b, Common English Bible).

As Jesus moves deeper into the heart of the city, the tests continue
as the Pharisees and others intensify their efforts to trap him in his
words. These men are both politically and religiously astute. They
understand the religious and political divisions in the crowd. Clearly,
they’re looking for a yes-or-no answer, hoping that Jesus will incriminate himself no matter which way he answers.
They begin with devious flattery, probably in hopes that the crowd
will not see their pernicious intent. You can almost see them salivating over the prospect of certain victory in this war of words.
Their praise is part of the trap, because it includes the notion that
Jesus is teaching God’s truth without pandering to various factions.
The question raised here is about the lawfulness of paying taxes to
Caesar. Is it in line with the Torah? It would be like approaching a
popular preacher and asking: “What does the Bible say about this?”
It’s still a thorny question. Our taxes support war and other actions that are antithetical to the gospel. Jesus’ wise answer tests our
commitment to God and government. How can we best oppose
cruel or unjust policies? When do we engage in civil disobedience?
Every year, excepting the years for our National Youth Conference, the Church of the Brethren sponsors a Christian Citizenship
Seminar for high school youth, allowing for travel to New York City
and Washington, D.C. Participants get a “chance to explore the relationship between faith and a particular political issue, and then act
from a faith perspective regarding that issue.”* They’ll receive some
tools to discern how to respond to the Lord’s reply in trying times.
God, thank you for Jesus, who faced his enemies with courage,
wisdom, and grace. May we follow him in the paths of peace.
*Learn more at www.brethren.org/yya/ccs/.
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Friday, April 3, 2020

To see clearly
Mark 8:22-26
“And the [blind man] looked up and said, ‘I can see people, but they look
like trees, walking’ ” (v. 24).

In her incandescent soul-journal, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, Annie

Dillard offers an account of newly sighted patients whose recovery is
a process as opposed to an instantaneous event. Physicians, having
discovered a cure for cataracts, traveled far and wide, performing
surgeries on those who had been blind from birth.
At first, most of the patients were bedazzled by the onslaught of
light, shadow, color, and textures. Adjusting to the gift took more effort than anyone imagined. Many were frightened and overwhelmed.
In the beginning, some had to retreat into darkness for a bit in order
to cope. In many ways, they experienced the world as newborns.
In this beautiful story in Mark’s gospel, healing also takes place in
stages. Like other eye-opening signs, it functions on multiple levels
as a teachable moment that instructs and enlightens.
It has some curious features not seen in other healing events. For
instance, Jesus leads the man away from the village. Is this a protective measure to move him away from rude crowds?
In many instances, Jesus heals instantaneously, sometimes without
even touching the person. Here, however, he is strictly hands-on.
I believe this is the only miracle story wherein Jesus interrupts the
process by testing the man about what’s happened thus far. He does
not assume the man is healed. Instead, he asks: “What do you see?”
The man’s answer indicates that he needs a second touch.
What does it mean to see ourselves and others clearly? Or to see
Jesus clearly? Right after this event, Peter confesses Jesus as Messiah
and then fails to see that this will involve suffering and death.

Come to me in my blindness, Lord. Be patient as I stumble in my
fear and ignorance. Touch the eyes of my soul, and touch me again.
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Saturday, April 4, 2020

A beautiful thing
John 12:1-8
“Jesus said [to Judas Iscariot], ‘Leave [Mary] alone. . . . You always have
the poor with you, but you do not always have me’ ” (vv. 7-8).

There are many intimations surrounding this woman’s deed. It is

clearly an extravagant outpouring of devotion and sacrificial love. It’s
also a prophetic act, with Mary of Bethany acting as the prophet.
Just before this scene, in ignorance, the high priest Caiaphas
prophesies that Jesus will die for the people (11:49-53). But Mary
knows exactly what she’s doing and why.
She—unlike many of the male disciples—understands that Jesus
will not be with them for long, and that it is fitting for precious
spices and ointments to be lavished on the body of the beloved.
Nicodemus, who came to Jesus by night, will supply the fragrant
spices when Jesus is dead. But Mary shatters convention with the
alabaster jar, and anoints him beforehand.
The other outstanding feature is the sensory aspect of this deed,
for the perfume’s power filled the house. All of us have been captivated by a gorgeous fragrance, from the aroma of bread to the intimate,
cherished scent of someone we love deeply. It overwhelms us, transporting us beyond the present moment to a place of bliss.
Then there’s the perfume’s abundance. Like Cana’s wine and the
compassion of Christ, it flows out to us beyond measure.
What strikes me most, though, is the vigorous defense of Jesus. It
boldly contradicts the hypocritical objections of Judas, who is grousing about the money supposedly wasted on the Lord.
Are beautiful, costly things ever wasted? Think of paintings and
sculptures, gorgeous cathedrals—works that awaken the soul. If they
point to the truth about Jesus, should they not be treasured as well?

Creator of every beautiful thing, help me to pour out what I possess
in order to point to the beauty and goodness embodied in your Son.
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Palm Sunday, April 5, 2020

Jesus weeps over the city
Luke 16:14-31 and 19:29-44
“As [Jesus] . . . saw [Jerusalem], he wept over it, saying, ‘If you, even you,
had only recognized . . . the things that make for peace’ ” (19:41-42b).

There are so many reasons for Jesus to weep in our day. He sees

families in Flint, and children torn from their parents at the border.
He feels the pain in Yemen and Sandy Hook and Maiduguri, and the
pain of creation’s desecration. He sees the hungry and the destitute.
Luke is clear that God’s favor rests on the poor, and that God is
not pleased with those who hoard wealth or abuse power. Yet Jesus
reaches out to the rich. Some turn away sadly, while others are saved.
The time is at hand. When will we learn the things that make for
peace?
We rich, in willful ignorance, are blind
As Laz’rus bleeds beyond our steely gate.
Our hearts are adamantine, and unkind,
As we proceed to seal our bitter fate.
All prophets mourn to see their nation’s wounds.
Yet You give all your Self to all, and lay
Your life before our feet, and pause to croon
An urgent dirge. You look at us and say,
“Your time of visitation is at hand,
Your little ones are dying, even now.
As weapons multiply across the land,
You dine in ease and greed and watch the Dow.
“If you pursued my peace, I’d end this blight
And move you from your darkness to my light.”

Lord, help us see you in the faces of those swept up in acts of violence
and greed. And help us see your tears in the tears of the victims.
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Monday, April 6, 2020

What the children are saying
Matthew 21:1-16
“[The chief priests and scribes] said to [Jesus], ‘Do you hear what these
[children] are saying?’ ” (v. 16a).

The chief priests and scribes had a lot to think about that Palm

Sunday. To them, the entire day was a real poke in the eye!
I’m not sure if crowd size was a thing back then, but Matthew’s
account makes it clear that a massive throng of people came out to
welcome Jesus. Most were lining the road with branches and cloaks
and shouting hosanna, a word packed with jubilant praise. In the
streets, the buzz was electrifying. This Jesus is a prophet, and possibly
the Messiah set to ascend David’s throne.
Jesus then proceeds to flip the tables on the money changers and
heal the blind, indicating that the temple leaders are corrupt and
visually impaired.
But the thing that really burned their biscuits was the sight of
young children running through the temple, shouting hosanna!
As I write these words, there is a worldwide movement of children
and youth who are also concerned about blind leaders. They insist
that government inaction and detrimental corporate practices harm
the earth and the children of the earth.
Earlier this year, a young Swedish student named Greta Thunberg
took a year’s sabbatical from her studies to confront world leaders
regarding climate change. Students in over one hundred countries
have joined her efforts, raising their own voices to demand change.
Greta and her peers contend that if pollution and global warming
continue, the planet they will inherit will be unlivable.
“I want you to act as if our house is on fire,” she says. “Because it
is.” I wonder if we are listening to the children.

Creator, thank you for children and young people, for their passion
and wisdom. We are blessed by their truth-telling.
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Tuesday, April 7, 2020

That your faith does not fail
Luke 22:24-34
“ ‘Simon, listen! Satan has demanded to sift all of you like wheat, but I
have prayed for you that your own faith may not fail’ ” (vv. 31-32a).

Most of us grew up taking quizzes and exams. As a first-year teach-

er, I once told a student that I formulated some of the questions “to
find out what made it from my lesson plan into your brain.”
Administrators were big into lesson plans at the time. The superintendent of the Rappahannock County School Board actually popped
into my classroom, unannounced one morning, to test me. He asked
to see my blueprint for measurable objectives and critical thinking,
and proof that my students could demonstrate how to use any newly
acquired skills. I was glad I’d done my homework!
I love those Capital One commercials that ask: “What’s in your
wallet?” That’s a sensitive question, like “What’s in your brain?” or
“Are you smarter than a fifth-grader?” The answer could be downright embarrassing. Nobody wants to find out with a fat, flaming F!
We’ve been reflecting on the life and trials of Jesus. But now
things are about to shift. Shortly the disciples will be tested in ways
they cannot even imagine. Rather than “What’s in your brain?” the
question will be “What’s in your heart?”
It’s not enough for the disciples to regurgitate information about
the kingdom of God or to recite the two greatest commandments.
There’s always a test, but it’s seldom what you think it’s going to be!
Like the rest of us, Peter will find the answer in the wilderness.
He’ll soon be facing unimaginable suffering, his own weakness in
the face of temptation. A life without the bodily presence of Jesus.
But there’s hope. Jesus loves us even when we fail. And Jesus has
prayed for us, so that, with the temptation, we can find a way out.

You know my heart, Lord, and all too often it’s a sorry thing. I think
I’m prepared, but I don’t know what’s coming. Strengthen me, I pray.
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Wednesday, April 8, 2020

Please tell me it isn’t me
Matthew 26:17-22
“And they were exceeding sorrowful, and began every one of them to say
unto him, Lord, is it I?” (v. 22, KJV).

In 2006, I finally got to see da Vinci’s The Last Supper. It wasn’t in

a book or online, but in person, in the dining hall at Santa Maria
delle Grazie monastery in Milan. It was like standing in a dream,
because the paint was fading and falling away even as we stood there.
The guide explained that da Vinci had chosen to capture that one
moment, just those few seconds, immediately following the revelation that someone at the table will betray Jesus.
It’s a moment charged with shock and confusion, and the artist
tries to capture every man—body and soul—as a rush of anguished
emotions descends. You can’t help putting yourself in the frame. If I
were at the table, I’d be thinking: “Dear God, tell me it isn’t me.”
The great painter includes many symbols, some traditional and
others radically his own. That’s not a butter knife in Peter’s right
hand. Leonardo’s rendition calls to mind that, during the arrest,
Peter will cut off the ear of Malchus, the servant of the high priest
Caiaphas. Thomas makes a point, presumably with the finger that
will probe the side of Christ after the resurrection.
According to tradition, Judas clutches a bag of coins, either because he’s treasurer for the group or as a reminder that he will shortly
betray Jesus for thirty pieces of silver. He is also knocking over a salt
cellar, an ominous reference to the notion that, when salt is spilled,
the devil is nearby, ready to tempt.
But Judas isn’t at the center of it all. He’s not the obvious traitor.
During Holy Week, I often find myself in that moment, at that
table with the disciples, responding to the Lord’s words.

Knowing my heart, Lord Jesus, I thank you for still inviting me to
the table. You still offer me your tender mercies, your bread and cup.
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Maundy Thursday, April 9, 2020

The mandate
John 13
“ ‘I give you a new commandment, that you love one another. Just as I
have loved you, you also should love one another’ ” (v. 34).

As a teen watching Star Trek, I was often intrigued by the recur-

ring dilemmas posed by something called the Prime Directive.
All on board the Enterprise were forbidden from interfering with
the natural development of alien civilizations. They were never to
impose their futuristic values on another race. “Any Starfleet vessel or
crew member is expendable to prevent violation of this rule.”*
The characters found it exceedingly complicated. And sometimes
it was almost impossible to behave with integrity and compassion
and still adhere to this commandment. Still, they struggled to do so.
Today is Maundy Thursday. Whoever named this day understood
this kind of priority. “Maundy” means “law” or “mandate.”
As Christians, our prime directive is to love one another as Jesus
loved us. This is the mark of true discipleship; the one commandment we must keep, even at the cost of our lives.
The evening John describes here is packed with supercharged revelations, tenderness as Jesus bends to wash feet, and high drama at the
disclosure of a traitor in their midst. Certain words will be burned
into their hearts, and ours: “You will look for me . . . [but where] I
am going, you cannot come” (v. 33b). Such heartbreaking news.
At the center is a new commandment: “By this everyone will know
that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another” (v. 35).
Loving one another as Jesus loves us often proves as difficult and
complicated as it is with any civilization in any galaxy. It sometimes
means saying no, keeping boundaries, or offering truths people don’t
want to hear. And it almost always requires selfless devotion.

God, you know I want to love as you’ve loved me, but so often I don’t
know how. Strengthen me with the manna of your Spirit.
*Michael Okuda and Denise Okuda, The Star Trek Encyclopedia: A Reference Guide to the Future,
Updated and Expanded, Pocket Books: 1999.
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Good Friday, April 10, 2020

Father, forgive them
Luke 23:26-49; Colossians 1:15-20
“Then Jesus said, ‘Father, forgive them; for they do not know what they
are doing’ ” (Luke 23:34a).

Good Friday is a terrible and beautiful mystery. It’s rooted in the
Jewish sacrificial system, but it can never be completely defined or
confined by it. In fact, it can’t be tamed or explained by any system. Try as we might (and we do try!), we can’t condense and then
dispense it like a pill or a death-row pardon. Atonement theories are
instructive. But we are not saved by theories or systems. It’s Jesus
who saves us. Let’s let that sink in.
I’ve come to see the cross as relational rather than transactional.
It’s not separate from the life of Jesus. It’s not divorced from the love
he showed every single day to children and widows and tax collectors
and soldiers. It flows from his love for you and me. It’s the inevitable
result of a life lived in radical opposition to a violent world.
I’ve heard it said that there are three things that almost everyone
longs to hear: I love you. I forgive you. Come to supper.
This is what makes Good Friday good, in spite of its bitter amalgam of betrayal, anguish, suffering, and death. Here, as promised at
the Last Supper, Jesus shows us the full extent of his love. No one
takes his life away. He offers it freely in order to show us how the
power of evil is broken by a willingness to die, but not to kill.
When we receive communion, we take into our bodies the bread
that is Christ. We take into our very being the love, character, and
compassion of Jesus, who embodied these things even in his darkest
hour. He had compassion on the daughters of Jerusalem, pardoned
the thief, and forgave the soldiers who mocked and crucified him.
This great love is manna indeed.
Lord, when I am starving for love and mercy, may I reach for you.
When I am fed and forgiven, may I reach out to those who hunger.
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Holy Saturday, April 11, 2020

Firstfruits
John 19:38-42; 1 Corinthians 15:12-20
“But now is Christ risen from the dead, and become the firstfruits of
them that slept” (1 Cor. 15:20, KJV).

In Luray, Virginia, in the gorgeous foothills of the Blue Ridge

Mountains, I went to housekeeping as a young bride. Tom is now a
BFP (beloved former pastor) at Mount Zion, but in those days, he
was still wet behind the ears. He was a spanking new, Yankee greenhorn pastor from Bethany Seminary, someone to train up in the way
he should go. Mount Zion did it well, and for that I love them still.
As his bride, I was the recipient of many gifts of support, advice,
and affection. When our son, David, was born, I never once had to
hold him to go through the line at a potluck. Someone always took
him and cradled him while I filled my plate. You don’t forget a thing
like that. And then there were the firstfruits.
When gardens yielded produce, I opened my hands to receive ripe
cantaloupes, messes of peas and green beans, and bunches of beets.
On more than one occasion, we were given a special cut of meat—
pork loin, or as David Varner called it, “preacher’s meat.” It was the
most tender and delicious portion, and it was reserved for the Lord.
Brother Varner brought it like an offering, because that’s what it was.
I received it with gratitude and awe on behalf of the invisible God.
When Jesus dies, he’s laid in a grave that no one ever occupied
before. This is fitting because Jesus is the firstfruits of all who sleep.
Jesus told his disciples that a grain of wheat is worthless in the
hand. But planted, it dies and brings forth fruit (John 12:24). His
mortal body is planted, but we are the beautiful harvest.
As we follow Jesus into the wilderness and take up his cross, we
die and rise with him, and our lives bear much fruit.

God, we don’t want to die. But we will do it to bring your life and
love and beauty to this world. Thank you for showing the way.
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Easter Sunday, April 12, 2020

Show-and-tell
Matthew 28:1-8
“So [Mary Magdalene and the other Mary] left the tomb quickly with
fear and great joy, and ran to tell his disciples” (v. 8).

One of the more vivid memories of my childhood was the day my

cousin Michael came shrieking down the stairs for show-and-tell.
Michael was the oldest of my cousins, and his good news startled us.
He catapulted on the last flight, taking the last five steps like Superman, in a single bound.
“A hair!” he brayed in a voice which had not yet completely
changed. This irony was not lost on his sister, Marveen.
He ran to her and thrust out his bare chest, which didn’t look even
remotely like Superman’s. Marv regarded him with patient, barely
disguised boredom.
“Can you see it?” he shouted, even though shouting was hardly
necessary at this point. “Right there. It’s a hair.” He grabbed his sister
by the shoulders and looked earnestly into her eyes. “Should I put
some Vaseline on it to protect it? What do you think?”
Marveen was an unresponsive audience, so Michael bolted out the
door and ran down the street to waken his best friend and tell him
the good news. No rooster ever crowed with such abandon! For Michael, the hair was a sign from God, a sacred emblem of manhood.
And he couldn’t wait to show it to his friends!
Michael would soon understand that manhood is more than one
hair. And the disciples will soon realize that resurrection is more than
one day. No wonder the women responded with fear and great joy!
Still, how would it be if we understood the true meaning of Easter? What if we went forth, with half of Michael’s abandon, to tell
the good news of life beyond life, joy unspeakable and full of glory?

Risen Lord, continue to lead us daily, sustained with the holy manna
of your loving presence. We want to live into your resurrection!
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